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Function Descriptions 
Talking time, alarm with different sounds, snooze, and hourly   
chime. 
 
Battery Replacement 
Open the battery cover and insert two new AAA batteries in the 
correct orientation. 
 
Modes  
Press the MODE button, located on the back of the penguin to 
change the functional modes according to the following order: 
 Normal Time Display Mode 
 Time Setting Mode 
 Alarm Setting mode 

 
 

 



To set time 
Starting from time display mode, press MODE to enter time 
setting mode. Press MIN, HR buttons (the left and right penguin 
arms) to adjust minutes and hours respectively to the 
appropriate time. 
 
To set Alarm time 
Starting from time display mode, press MODE twice to enter 
alarm setting mode. AL symbol will display with blinking 
numerals. Press   MIN and HR (penguin arms) to adjust minutes 
and hours respectively to the appropriate alarm time. 
 
Choose the alarm sound and turn the alarm on or off 
In  normal time display, press HR  button to choose  the alarm 
sound and to turn the alarm on or off. When setting the alarm 
sound, it will play the alarm sound and turn on the alarm.  The 
alarm time will be shown on the display after playing the alarm 
sound. The display then returns to the normal time display. To 
turn the alarm off, scroll through the alarm sounds till there is 
no sound. 
 
Turn on / off the Hourly announce 
Starting from the time display mode, press MIN to turn on or 
off hourly announcement (no symbol). 
 
Snooze function  
When the alarm sounds, press TALKING to stop the alarm and 
start the snooze function. The alarm will sound again every five  



minutes after  the snooze starts. The alarm sound  will repeat 
no more than six times. 
 
Listen to the alarm sound 
In normal time display mode, press and hold TALKING button. It 
will play the alarm sound after speaking the current time. 
 


